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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0633514A1] The invention relates to a timepiece with a casing which on two opposite sides has a respective face 8 and 9 and hour and
minute hands 4-7 which can be driven by a common mechanism. The minute hand 6 of the first side is arranged fixedly on a minute arbour 16,
which can be driven rotatably by the mechanism and which bears a first cannon pinion 20, by which, via a first minute wheel, a first hour cannon
pinion 21, which is mounted rotatably on the first cannon pinion 20, can be driven rotatably. In the region of that end which faces away from the first
minute hand 6 the minute arbour 16 bears a main wheel 22 by means of which the second cannon pinion 23, which is mounted rotatably parallel to
the axis of the minute arbour 16, bears the second minute hand 7 and has the same number of teeth as the main wheel 22, can be driven rotatably.
By means of the second cannon pinion 23 a second minute wheel 27 can be driven rotatably, by means of which second minute wheel a second
hour cannon pinion 33, which is mounted rotatably on the second cannon pinion 23 and bears the second hour hand 4, can be driven rotatably.
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